
AWAB 4002: Military Leadership and Commissioned Officer Training  2023-2024 
 

Faculty In Charge Of Course: Sheela Lahoti, MD 
Participating Faculty:  
Location:  Dependent on branch of military and assignment 
Offered: All blocks except 12 
Max. #  Students/Period:  10 

 
Course Objective 

 
Material Covered: Required military leadership training for officer candidates enrolled in medical school. Establishes a foundation in 
leadership, physical fitness, mental agility and technical proficiency skills required of US military officers. Modules on the following topics may 
be covered: Leader Communication, Legal Process, Force Protection, Soldier Programs, Unit Management and Personnel Management. 
 
Skills Acquired: To include any of the following: 

• Demonstrate Character: Demonstrate branch values, Warrior Ethos and personal accountability 
• Demonstrate Presence: Demonstrate military and professional bearing and confidence 
• Display Military Competence: Understand military tradition, small unit tactics and branch doctrine 
• Demonstrate Communication: Display critical thinking through clear and concise speech, writing and personal interaction 
• Be Branch Professionals: Committed to service and the Nation 

 
Program is designed to help ease the transition from the private sector into military life. Through physical conditioning and classroom studies, 
individuals develop the skills necessary to serve their country and their profession as an Officer and a leader. Training focuses on teamwork, 
discipline, and standardization. Individuals begin to learn the fundamentals of leadership and military management while also experiencing the 
common activities in military training that teach attention to detail and the need to operate as a team. Training will further develop individual 
understanding of the military culture and the fundamentals of leadership. Participants will work as a team with their fellow trainees to accomplish 
certain tasks that promote efficient teamwork, encourage conflict resolution, and establish working relationships in order for the group to grow as 
a team. Additionally, the training allows participants o transition from practicing leadership to being a full-time leader as they apply the skills and 
knowledge learned in previous phases to lead their team on assigned missions. By experiencing the pressures of leadership and command, 
participants gain a better understanding of what will be required of them in order to become a more effective team member. During the final 
phase of training, newfound leadership skills will be tested as individual perform as the sole leader of a team.  
 

Activities Of Elective 
 

Number Of New Patients/Student/Week: n/a  

Responsibilities Of Student For Assigned Patients: n/a 

 Does history/physical:  
 Who critiques:  
 Follows patients, with appropriate notes as needed:  
 Who supervises:   
 Does student see ambulatory patients:  

 

 
Procedures Observe Perform 
   

 
Scheduled Duties of Student: 

 

 
Other Required Activities: 

 

 
How Is Student Evaluated: 

 
   Completion of all required leadership training elements. 
 

Who Evaluates Students: 
 
   Student is evaluated by representative of respective branch (Air Force, Army, Coast Guard, Marines, Navy, Space Force). 

 Frequency of rounds on patients  
 Presents patients to preceptor or attending physician  
 Weekly schedule of required teaching sessions  

 Reading/review of current literature  
 Writing or presenting a paper  
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